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Scientific understanding of any kind of radiation effects starts from the primary damage, i.e. the defects
that are produced right after an initial atomic displacement event initiated by a high-energy particle. In
this Review, we consider the extensive experimental and computer simulation studies that have been
performed over the past several decades on what the nature of the primary damage is. We review both
the production of crystallographic or topological defects in materials as well as radiation mixing, i.e. the
process where atoms in perfect crystallographic positions exchange positions with other ones in non-
defective positions. All classes of materials except biological materials are considered. We also
consider the recent effort to provide alternatives to the current international standard for quantifying
this energetic particle damage, the Norgett-Robinson-Torrens displacements per atom (NRT-dpa) model
for metals. We present in detail new complementary displacement production estimators (“athermal
recombination corrected dpa”, arc-dpa) and atomic mixing (“replacements per atom”, rpa) functions that
extend the NRT-dpa, and discuss their advantages and limitations.
© 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).Contents
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Particles with kinetic energies clearly above conventional ther-
mal energies, i.e. with Ekin >1 eV, exist in nature due to cosmic
radiation and radiation decay, but are nowadays produced in awide
range of man-made devices for basic research and practical appli-
cations. For instance, the great accelerators at CERN and other
particle physics laboratories in the world attempt to unravel the
fundamental nature of the universe [1,2], and numerous smaller
devices are widely used for equally exciting research in physics [3],
chemistry [4], medicine [5] and nanoscience [6]. On the application
side, ion implantation is one of the key technologies in silicon chip
manufacturing [7], and electron accelerators are one of the key
ways to treat cancer [8]. All of these activities make it interesting
and important to understand what are the fundamental effects of
high-energy particles on matter. Moreover, in nuclear fission re-
actors, which currently provide about 13% of the world's electricity,
materials degradation associated with neutron irradiation damage
is a key factor [9].
One of the main consequences of the interaction of high energy
particles (electrons, ions, neutrons and photons, or more exotic
particles such as neutrinos [10] or possibly even dark matter par-
ticles [11]) with materials is the formation of lattice defects
resulting from the energy transfer to the atoms. Other conse-
quences include production of non-damage-producing phonons,
excitons and plasmons, secondary electrons and photons, and
heating of the material. The effects on the material can be either
detrimental and beneficial. The defects can take many forms: in a
crystal it is easy to understand that an atom can be kicked out from
its initial lattice site, leaving an empty site (a vacancy) behind and
creating an atom at an interstitial site in front [12]. It is, however,
important to realize the crystal defects formed can also be much
more complicated in structure [13]: they can for instance be defect
clusters [14], amorphous zones [15,16], dislocation loops [17] or
three-dimensional defects [18,19]. On surfaces the damage can also
take the form of adatoms [20], craters [21,22] and ripples [23]. In
amorphous materials the generated defects can be over- or under-
coordinated atoms [24] or empty regions [25]. Photon irradiation
creates damage largely by electronic excitation processes causing
bond breaking [26], although very high-energy gamma photons
can also produce damage by atomic recoil processes [27].
The damage production mechanisms can in most cases be well
divided into two categories by time scale. The primary damage isformed immediately after the particle impact by atomic collision
processes and strong material heating caused by the colliding
atoms far from thermodynamic equilibrium. Numerous computer
simulation and experimental studies have shown that the time
scale for the ballistic atom collision processes is of the order of 0:1
1 ps and the time scale for subsequent thermalization of the col-
lisions about 1 10 ps [13,28,29], see Fig. 1 and e.g. Ref. [13]. After
this athermal (in the sense that thermally activated processes at
equilibrium are not significant) stage, long-time scale (nanosec-
onds to years) damage evolution caused by thermally activated
processes can occur. The precise duration of the primary damage
stage depends on primary knock-on atom (PKA) energy [13] as well
as temperature, becoming shorter at high temperature due to a
higher final thermalization temperature (smaller energy change to
become thermalized) and exponentially increasing atomic mobility
which accelerates the follow-on thermally activated defect evolu-
tion stage.
In this Review, we discuss the current understanding of primary
radiation damage from neutrons, ions and electrons on inorganic
materials. We leave out many other important and interesting as-
pects of radiation damage. Specifically, we exclude from our
consideration:
 Damage by photons, molecular and nanocluster projectiles
 More exotic elementary particles (such as muons, positrons,
neutrinos, possible dark matter, etc.)
 The properties (stability and mobility) of the defects produced
 Damage at elevated temperatures and its consequences (solute
segregation and precipitation, void swelling, irradiation creep,
embrittlement in all its forms, etc.)
 Response functions, reaction to external driving forces (such as
stress, strain or electromagnetic fields)
 Electronic defect production, including swift heavy ions and ion
track production by them
 Organic materials2. Understanding of primary damage in materials
2.1. Threshold displacement energy
The threshold displacement energy (TDE) (sometimes just
called the displacement energy or the threshold energy) is in a
Fig. 1. a) Collision cascade induced by a 10 keV recoil in Fe at an ambient temperature of 0 K. The circles indicate atom positions in a 2 unit cell (4 atom layer) thick cross section
through the center of the simulation cell, and the color scale the kinetic energy of the atoms. Note how a very large number of atoms is initially displaced, but when the cascade
cools down, almost all of them return to perfect crystal positions. This is the athermal recombination effect discussed extensively in this report. b) Exactly same collision cascade,
but with the color scale being potential energy (upper row) or atom movement distance from original positions (lower row). Comparison of these two shows that even though
almost all atoms in the cascade do return to some perfect crystalline position, many of them do not return to the same position they started in. Hence the number of atom re-
placements is much larger than the number of defects produced. Original figure for this Article. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the Web version of this article.)
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the damage function as a function of energy for Cu. The graph
clearly shows that there is not a single TDE value for damage production. Overlayed on
the original figure is a step function illustrating the NRT-dpa equation with a threshold
of 30 eV. Figure adapted from Ref. [52], reprinted with permission from Elsevier.
K. Nordlund et al. / Journal of Nuclear Materials 512 (2018) 450e479 453sense the most fundamental quantity for describing radiation
damage in materials. It is often defined in a very simple form, as the
minimum recoil energy given to an atom in a material needed to
create a stable defect [13,30,31]. The displacement process is
traditionally described as a step function, with zero probability of
generating a stable displacement below the threshold energy and
full certainty of producing a stable displacement above the
threshold energy. With this definition, it can be given as a well
defined quantity. However, the true nature of the threshold
displacement energy is more subtle, and hence it is important to
understand in detail its nature and limitations.
The velocity of a recoil produced by an incident high-energy
particle is much larger than thermal velocity. Hence as a rough
first approximation, one can imagine that the energy required to
form a defect can be estimated by assuming that only the recoil
atom moves, and determining the potential energy barrier along a
straight line in the initial recoil direction, see Fig. 2. This so called
“sudden approximation” has been shown to work well at least for
the low-index crystal directions in simple crystals [32]. This model
and illustration makes it rather obvious that the threshold energy
must depend on the direction of the recoil in relation to the crystal
lattice.
One has to recognize that this defect production mechanism is
different from the thermally activated formation of Frenkel pairs
(pairs of vacancies and interstitials [33]). As the latter typically
involves numerous (102  1015) lattice vibrations in the potential
well before a defect is formed [34], in metals this can occur only
close to the melting point [35]. Indeed, the TDEs are typically of the
order of 10 50 eV [36e41], roughly a factor of 5 10 higher than
the Frenkel pair formation energies [33]. This difference between
the Frenkel pair formation energy (referring to the creation of a
monovacancy and a self-interstitial at infinite separation) and the
threshold displacement energy is due to spontaneous recombina-
tion effects. The lattice strain associated with the production of a
Frenkel pair can induce spontaneous recombination of the vacancy
and self-interstitial if they are located within several lattice periods
from each other, even at cryogenic temperatures where in the
classical approximation point defect motion does not normally
occur (although it does occur if quantum zero point vibrations of
atoms are taken into account [42e45]). The experimental [46e48]Fig. 2. Illustration of the threshold displacement energy concept. If the bottom left atom
collisional process. In case the atom would move in a straight path along path B and the o
the case), the potential energy in the system could be illustrated as on the right side in the “S
curve, before the atom goes into an interstitial position in one of the minima to the right of th
In reality the atoms respond somewhat to the motion of the recoiling atom 0, which lowers
ample time to relax their position and a defect is formed only when the atom positions and m
original atom 0 is directed directly towards another atom 1. In this case the original atom m
an interstitial atom. However, after this initial defect production, recombination effects may
[41], reprinted with permission TO BE OBTAINED.and computational [49,50] model-based estimates of this sponta-
neous recombination distance are on the order of 0.5e2 nm. Since
typical ion stopping powers in solids are ~20e100 eV/nm at low
energies, additional kinetic energy of the order of 10e60 eV must
be imparted to the PKA to allow it to become separated from its
paired vacancy by greater than the spontaneous recombination
distance.
It is also important to recognize that on the atomic level, there is
no unique value of the threshold displacement energy, but each
crystal direction has its ownTDE due to the anisotropy of the crystal
structure [39]. This is due to the crystallographic dependence of
both kinetic energy transfers (initial outwardmovement of the self-
interstitial) as well as the subsequent spontaneous recombination
probability [51]. In Fig. 3 the damage production factor is plotted as
a function of recoil energy for polycrystalline copper (experimental
average of .40 collision directions) [52]. From the figure it is clear
that the displacement probability increases gradually above the
minimum recoil energy (~19 eV), which can cause displacement in
the lowest energy crystal direction. An apparent plateau in the0 at R0 receives a recoil e.g. in directions A or B, it will cause a complex many-body
ther atoms would not have time to move at all (which of course in reality will not be
udden approximation” curve. At some point there is a maximum in the potential energy
e original position. This maximum is an estimate of the threshold displacement energy.
the threshold energy. In equilibrium, the threshold is much lower since all atoms have
ovements happen to be such that a defect can form. Path A illustrates a case where the
ost likely replaces the atom at 1, while atom 1 receives a secondary recoil and becomes
still affect the threshold, see discussion in main text. Figure from OECD review article
Fig. 4. Illustration of the highly chaotic nature of damage production. The lines in five
shades of grey show damage production as a function of energy for the same recoil
atom in exactly the same direction without any thermal atom displacements. The thick
red curve shows the average over 50 individual directions (the curves for all individual
cases are not shown since it is difficult to view fifty shades of grey). Except for the
ambient temperature being 0 K, the simulations are identical to those done by the
Mendelev potential in Ref. [59]. Note how in a few cases, perfect damage recombi-
nation occurs even up to 400 eV. Since the initial and ambient temperature is 0 K, the
recombination is fully athermal, i.e. made possible by the kinetic energy introduced by
the recoil itself. Also shown are the NRT-dpa and arc-dpa equations for Fe. The
agreement between the average curve and the arc-dpa is not perfect since the arc-dpa
was fit to a composite data set of many potentials. Original figure for this Article. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the Web version of this article.)
K. Nordlund et al. / Journal of Nuclear Materials 512 (2018) 450e479454defect production probability occurs above 30 eV (the accepted
crystallographic-averaged TDE for Cu), in qualitative agreement
with the Kinchin-Pease (KP) or Norgett-Robinson-Torrens (NRT)
damage functions (these models are described in detail in Section
4.1). However, the displacement probability for energies above the
average TDE is less than unity and does not approach 1 until the
recoil energy is 2e3 times the average TDE (or approximately 4
times theminimum TDE). Therefore, it is not possible to use a single
TDE value to describe near-threshold displacements in crystalline
materials.
At a finite temperature the situation is evenmore complex. Each
atom i in a lattice has some kinetic energy, Ekin;i, distributed ac-
cording to the Maxwell-Boltzmann statistical law. If the thermal
velocity vector happens to be in the direction of the recoil energy
received, this increases the damage production probability, and
vice versa. Moreover, also thermal fluctuations in atom positions
and velocities can strongly affect the recombination probability.
The effect of temperature on the TDE in several metals and ceramics
has been observed in experiments [53e57] and analytical model
[55] studies to gradually decrease with increasing temperature;
this has been attributed to a combination of reduced elastic stiff-
ness, lattice thermal vibration contributions to the kinetic energy of
the PKA, and lattice vibration contributions to the reduction of the
spontaneous recombination distance [55,57]. On the other hand, a
recent molecular dynamics simulation (MD) study of rutile TiO2
reported an increase in the TDE value with increasing temperature
[58]. However, in this case the effect appears to be associated with
enhanced thermally-induced correlated recombination, which is
inappropriate to consider for quantification of primary damage
parameters such as TDE.
The stochastic nature of primary damage events is an additional
important consideration that requires a large numbers of primary
knock-on atom collisions to be evaluated to achieve accurate sta-
tistics of computational simulations. For example, molecular dy-
namics simulations in Fe at 36 K [59] showed that even for recoil
energies as high as 400 eV, the net amount of defects after all re-
combinations can sometimes even be zero (even though the energy
is high enough in principle to produce tens of defects by formation
energy considerations alone). This effect is illustrated in Fig. 4,
where the lines in different shades of grey show damage produc-
tion as a function of energy for recoils starting in exactly the same
direction from the exact same position in a lattice initially at 0 K.
The large fluctuations in the lines and the fact that they sometimes
go back to zero even at energies approaching 400 eV illustrate the
major degree of chaoticity and role of recombination in near-
threshold damage production. All these complications mean that
even for a single crystallographic direction, there is an extended
energy range where the defect production probability gradually
rises from 0 to 1 rather than exhibiting a sharp integer step [59]. In
other words, defect production is stochastic in nature, rather than
deterministic.
We note that the above subtleties do not, however, impede the
use of the threshold displacement energy concept. This is because it
is possible to calculate an average over the threshold displacement
functions in different directions for use in analytical equations such
as the KP or NRT models of displacements per atom (dpa). Even
though there is some non-uniqueness in how the average should be
calculated, but this does not amount to more than a couple of eV
(less than 10% of the total) [59], which is a relatively small uncer-
tainty compared to the other ones related to damage production
(described later in this paper). We further note that to account for
the non-uniquenesses, in principle it should be possible to extend
the analytical NRT formalism and higher-level models to include
various stochastic and fluctuating terms.
Although the threshold energy, Ed, is usually considered to beindependent of a crystal direction, we do note that since Ed is a
user-defined parameter, the NRT equation could actually be used to
calculate the dpa values for different crystal directions. This
calculation would only be strictly relevant for near-threshold
displacement events (since multiple directions are involved in en-
ergetic displacement cascades).
The TDE has been studied extensively both by experiments and
simulations (see e.g. Refs. [32,36,37,39,56,60e72and38]), there are
still uncertainties for several technologically important materials.
In particular, for Fe there are insufficient experimental values (only
3 directions [39]) to determine the average threshold, and there are
big variations in the threshold displacement energies predicted by
classical interatomic potentials [59]. Similarly in Si, there is a large
variation in both experimental and classical molecular dynamics
simulations. Recently, quantum mechanical density-functional
theory (DFT) simulations have given more reliable theoretical
values for the threshold displacement energies for Si, Ge and Fe
[73e75].
On the other hand, the DFT work in Si also showed that below
the threshold energy for the formation of a Frenkel pair, it may be
possible to form a topological bond order defect [76,77]. This defect
is metastable, but has been suggested to be an important factor for
the amorphization of silicon under typical ion beam fluxes [78].
Contrarily, at low flux levels and for light ions or electrons, it is
likely the bond defects would all recombine before damage overlap
occurs. In this case, the relevant threshold energy would be that for
Frenkel pair formation. In other words, in systems where meta-
stable topological defects can form, it may make sense to define
two different TDEs, one for low and another for high flux condi-
tions. Somewhat surprisingly, one of the materials where the
threshold displacement energy is known quite accurately is in
carbon nanotubes and graphene [63,79,80]. This is because in these
materials, aberration-corrected transmission electron microscopy
K. Nordlund et al. / Journal of Nuclear Materials 512 (2018) 450e479 455(TEM) experiments enable following the displacement of individual
atoms. The graphene works are particularly interesting in that they
showed explicitly that on a very precise level, the threshold is not
an exact value even in a single crystal direction due to thermal
vibrations of atoms [79].
2.2. Metals
Radiation damage in metals has been studied very extensively
over many decades. This has been motivated primarily by the
importance of controlling neutron-induced degradation of fission
reactormaterials. Until recently, the level of understanding of metal
damagewas also at the highest level among all classes of materials -
now two-dimensional nanomaterials may actually be at a compa-
rable level, as will be reviewed in Section 2.5. As many of the
concepts of radiation effects originally introduced for metals have
been transferred to other materials as well, it is natural to start the
review for metals.
Classical MD simulations have been crucial in giving insight into
the underlying physics for primary damage processes. Although in
general MD simulations in materials science suffer from uncer-
tainty of the reliability of the results due to the choice of inter-
atomic potentials, remarkably, MD simulations of cascades in
metals very consistently give a similar behavior reproducing the
experimental damage recombination [28]. We emphasize that as in
the case of the thresholds, the cascades are highly chaotic, i.e. a
small perturbation can lead to a large difference in the outcome. In
the keV energy regime, the variability of outcomes is further
strengthened by recoil channeling effects [81,82]. Hence any
quantitative deductions from cascade results should always be
obtained from a statistically representative set of simulations. The
further discussion in this Section is based on studies where large
data sets have indeed been obtained to gain a reliable view of
typical behavior.
A typical example of the MD simulation results is given in Fig. 1,
which shows how initially (first about 200 fs) a set of ballistic
collisions lead to a major production of displaced atoms. It is
noteworthy that this number of displaced atoms roughly corre-
sponds to the NRT prediction, or what would be obtained from a
binary collision approximation (BCA) simulation, that does not
consider thermal effects. However, after this ballistic phase, the
cascade becomes a heat spike (thermal spike), i.e. a dense region of
many-body atomic collisions that is low density (“depleted zone”)
in the middle and high density at the outskirts of the cascade [83].
After about 1 ps, the atoms in the spike (if it is dense enough) get a
Maxwell-Boltzmann-like distribution of kinetic energies, i.e.
behave like a thermodynamic system [28]. This justifies the use of
the word “thermal” or “heat” spike (both terms are used with the
same meaning, roughly as commonly). Calculating the average
energy of the atoms in the heat spike and converting this into units
of Kelvin gives a “temperature” of the order of 10 000 K for the heat
spike [28]. Using the word “temperature” in this context is some-
what controversial, as the high-kinetic-energy phase only lasts
some tens of picoseconds, and hence this is naturally not a normal
equilibrium temperature. However, the textbook definitions of
temperature [84] state that local thermodynamic equilibrium can
be used if the time scale of the system is much larger than the
relaxation time in the same system. As the heat spike relaxation
time is about 3 lattice vibrations [28], roughly 1 ps, a heat spike
lasting about 10 ps can be considered a thermodynamic system.
The cooling down of the heat spike can be considered a very
rapid (ps time scales) recrystallization process of the hot liquid.
Since a recrystallization process tends to produce perfect crystal, it
is natural that much of the displaced atoms generated in the
thermodynamic phase of the cascade regenerate (in other words,interstitials and vacancies recombine) and the produced damage is
less than the initial number of displaced atoms (the NRT predic-
tion). This explains the damage efficiencies clearly below 1 for
energetic displacement cascades. Since this recombination process
does not require any thermally activated defect migration (atom
motion is caused primarily by the high kinetic energy introduced
by the recoil atom), this recombination is called “athermal” (i.e. it
can also happen if the ambient temperature of the samplewould be
0 K), as explicitly shown in Fig. 4. The time scales of the three stages
of cascade behavior are also illustrated schematically in Fig. 5.
By the argumentation given above, one could argue that all
damage in metals would recombine, and the resulting x ¼ 0, where
x is the surviving fraction of defects. This is, however, not observed
either experimentally or computationally. A systematic comparison
of MD cascade results in Fe [85] showed that all potentials used to
simulate this material gave a similar trend of x as a function of
energy, and always saturation values for damage energies above
about 10 keV between 0:2 0:5, with the dominant values being
about 0.3, in agreement with experiments (see Fig. 6). Instead of
total recombination, what typically happens is that a few isolated
interstitials and interstitial clusters remain at the outskirts of a heat
spike region, some vacancies are randomly distributed, and the
center of the heat spike usually contains a vacancy cluster. Most
parts of this behavior are well understood. Isolated interstitials can
be created by ballistic displacements of high-energy recoils and
replacement collision sequences [51]. If these processes transport
the interstitial clearly outside the heat spike region, the interstitial
is not likely to re-enter the heat spike region and be recombined.
Isolated vacancies can be created if the recrystallization front
moves so rapidly that there is not enough time to create perfect
lattice (there is always a finite probability of vacancy creation
proportional to expð Ef=kBTÞ, where Ef is the vacancy formation
energy and T the temperature at the recrystallization front, which is
close to the melting temperature). The formation of vacancy clus-
ters in the middle of the volume of a cascade can be understood as
follows: since a few interstitials are formed at the outskirts of the
cascades, vacancies are left in the heat spike. These are pushed
towards the center by the recrystallization front, and hence form a
cluster there when recrystallization is complete. This mechanism
can be observed explicitly by MD simulations of a bilayer system of
elements with different melting points [86].
The formation mechanisms of interstitial clusters are somewhat
less well established, and it seems several mechanisms can be
active. The reported mechanisms include having an asymmetric
recrystallization front that isolates a liquid pocket with an excess of
atoms, leaving it behind as an interstitial cluster [87]. It has also
been shown that the interaction of two supersonic shock fronts
from nearby centers of heat spikes can lead to the stronger front
injecting atoms into the underdense core of the weaker one, thus
leading to the formation of an interstitial-rich region [88]. These
two mechanisms are likely related to each other, i.e. the latter may
explain the formation of a liquid pocket with an excess of atoms,
that becomes isolated. Also dislocation loop punching [89,90] has
been suggested to be possible in cascades [91], but the same lead
author later found that this observationwas due to an insufficiently
short simulation time [92]. It seems that direct interstitial loop
punching is not possible except near to surfaces [93,94].
The formation mechanisms of defects and defect clusters in
cascades are thus reasonably well understood, and the total num-
ber of defects has been measured with resistivity recovery exper-
iments and agrees well with MD simulation using modern
interatomic potentials at least in Fe [95,96]. However, what fraction
of defects is in clusters cannot be fully reliably predicted by MD or
easily measured experimentally. Even the most modern MD po-
tentials give significant variation of the fraction of damage in
Fig. 5. Schematic illustration of the time scales associated with an athermal collision cascade (first three frames) and subsequent thermal defect migration (last frame). Figure from
Ref. [243], reprinted by permission from Springer Nature.
Fig. 6. Comparison of surviving defect fraction in Fe obtained from MD simulations
with different potentials and groups based on the data available in 2005 [85]. From
Ref. [85], reprinted with permission from Elsevier.
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how to treat the low-energy limit of electronic stopping power andthe electron-phonon (e-ph) coupling [98]. Furthermore, recent
studies for 50 and 150 keV PKAs in Ni and NiFe have demonstrated
that the electronic energy loss by the PKA and energetic recoils,
transferred back to the lattice via e-ph coupling, can contribute to
athermal recombination of defects, further decreasing defect sur-
vival [99,100].
Traditional transmission electron microscopy experiments can
readily observe large (>2 nm in diameter) defect clusters [101].
Modern microscopes can also detect smaller clusters, but there is
limited work currently on the topic. In contrast, MD simulations
mainly capture the formation of small defect clusters. Larger clus-
ters appear infrequently, and then mainly in energetic cascades
which demand significant computer capacity to simulate fully.
Limited computational resources hence often restrict the feasible
number of individual cascade simulations, lowering the likelihood
of ever observing such rare events. One way of reconciling the size
scales of primary radiation damage in MD simulations, with the
observable damage in TEM experiments, is through the statistical
distribution of defect sizes. These have been found to closely follow
power laws [102,103]. The extrapolated distribution in W agrees
well with in situ observations of the dislocation loops in W foils,
irradiated at cryogenic temperatures [104] (see Fig. 8). The
Fig. 8. The frequency of defects as a function of defect size. Prediction from MD
compared to in situ observations of W-irradiated W foils at cryogenic temperatures
[104]. Reprinted with permission.
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that describes the size-frequency distribution of defect clusters,
extending from the smallest - experimentally invisible - to the
largest occurring individual clusters observed in TEM irradiated
foils [105]. This method also allows identifying which interatomic
potential(s) give predictions in line with experimental results.
In Fe, however, a similar approach is hindered by the upper limit
of the defect size distribution in the primary damage, which,
judging from ion irradiation experiments at low temperature and
low dose, lies mostly [106,107], if not exclusively [108], below the
TEM observable limit. Nevertheless, simulations combining MD
predictions with kinetic Monte Carlo methods indicate that large
interstitial clusters in the primary damage may significantly affect
the long-term microstructural evolution [109,110]. Hence clearly
morework is needed to establish the fraction of damage in clusters,
the structure of the clusters and their effect on the macroscopic
damage evolution. Modern aberration-corrected TEM's could give
significant advances on the topic.
2.3. Semiconductors
Radiation damage production mechanisms in semiconductors
differ clearly from those in metals [111]. For the primary damage
production, this has been attributed to the open crystal structure
[87] and the much slower recrystallization [112]. These effects lead
to the possibility to form amorphous pockets directly in single
primary damage events [15,113,114]. Defects formed in a cascade in
Si are illustrated in Fig. 7, which shows how, contrary to metals, a
large fraction of the cascading atoms remain in a disordered,
“amorphous”, region after the cascade has cooled down. These
pockets are also stable at room temperature over macroscopic
times in most tetrahedral semiconductor materials [15,114e116],
although at least in GaAs the amorphous pockets can recrystallize
already at room temperature [117].Fig. 7. MD simulation of the damage evolution in a cascade induced by a 5 keV recoil in
Si. The spheres show atoms with a potential energy more than 0.2 eV higher than the
ground state, and the colors and atom sizes indicate how much above the ground state
it is (red being > ¼ 1 eV above). a) 0.1 ps, b) 1 ps and c) 8 ps after the cascade starts.
The final state at 8 ps is stable over MD time scales at room temperature. Reprinted
figure with permission from Ref. [113]. Copyright (1995) by the American Physical
Society. Reprinted with permission from the authors. (For interpretation of the refer-
ences to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this
article.)During prolonged irradiation at low temperatures, the semi-
conductors become completely amorphized [118e122]. In other
words, the damage saturation effect described in Section 2.2 for
metals does not necessarily exist in semiconductors. At elevated
temperatures, however, semiconductors do not amorphize at any
fluence [123e126]. Particularly, there is a critical temperature for
amorphizationwhich is typically a few hundred degrees centigrade
above room temperature. For instance, for Si it is about 300oC and
for SiC about 200oC (the precise value depends on ion species,
energy and flux). The reason to this is attributed to defect migration
that allows defects to recombine at elevated temperatures as well
as thermal recrystallization of amorphous pockets, that prevents
amorphization [124e126]. However, this mechanism is different
from the one in metals, where (as discussed in Section 2.2) the
recombination can occur without any thermal activation.
The formation of amorphous pockets (disordered zones) makes
quantifying the amount of damage challenging, mainly because it is
not obvious which atoms to define as a “defect” in such a zone. In
the sense of atoms not being in a perfect crystalline environment,
all atoms in an amorphous zone could be considered “defect
atoms”. On the other hand, such a definition does not scale well
with an analysis of Frenkel pairs in less disordered regions (note
that even in a single vacancy, 4 atoms around the empty site could
be considered “strongly disordered”). Analysis of atom coordinates
obtained from MD have shown that the “defect number” can
indeed vary as much as an order of magnitude for the exact same
configuration depending on criterion used [87]. However, the
different numbers were found to be fairly well proportional to each
other, which means that any of the criteria can be used as long as
the analysis method is clearly described.
In the elemental semiconductors Si and Ge, MD simulations
consistently show a linear increase of damage production with ion
energy, i.e. there is either no athermal damage recombination effect
similar to that in metals, or it does not increase with recoil energy
[87,113]. This is consistent with experiments which show, at least as
a first approximation, that damage production scales fairly well
with energy deposition; a dose of 6 1023 eV=cm3 at 80 K has been
reported to predict well the amorphization dose for a fairly wide
range of ions with different masses [127]. If there would be an
athermal recombination effect like that in metals, one would not
Fig. 9. Surviving defect fractions in irradiated Al2O3 and Al.
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of defect production as a function of bulk recoil energy in Si and Ge
are given in Table 1. For all potentials, the data scales fairly well with
a simple KP/NRT equation (for the “Ge SW mod pot.”, the scaling
between 0.4 and 2 keV is not good because in this potential large
amorphous zones start to be formed around 2 keV). For instance,
for the “Si SW pot” data set an average threshold energy of 34 eV
reproduces with a KP equation all the data points within the sta-
tistical uncertainty after the electronic energy loss of about 20% is
counted out from the recoil energy.
Comparison of the values for the same element, with different
potentials, show that there is a serious potential reliability issue,
however. There are hopes that computers are soon powerful
enough such that DFT MD simulations of full collision cascades can
be used to reduce this uncertainty.
2.4. Ionic materials
A moderate amount of experimental information is available on
threshold displacement energy surfaces for ionic materials, with
MgO and Al2O3 being the most extensively studied materials
[38,128]. Typical crystallographic-averaged values of the displace-
ment energies for the anion and cation sublattices range from ~40
to ~100 eV. In recent years, improvements in molecular dynamics
simulations in nonmetals have led to a significant number of
studies on displacement energies in oxides including MgO
[129,130], MgAl2O4 [131], TiO2 [132,133], UO2 [134,135], and ZrSiO4
[136,137]. Because of the difficulty in developing suitable inter-
atomic potentials and the advancements in computational re-
sources, ab initio MD methods are more frequently employed in
determining TDEs in simple and complex oxides, including MgO
[138], ZrO2, CeO2, ThO2 [139], Y2Ti2O7 [140], Gd2Ti2O7, Gd2Zr2O7
[141], La2Zr2O7 Nd2Zr2O7, Sm2Zr2O7 [142], and SrTiO3 [143]. Limited
recent experimental studies of TDEs have also been performed on
CeO2 [144], ZrO2 [145], ZnO [146], TiO2 [147], and more complex
oxides such as perovskite, titanates and zirconates [128,148].
There are significantly fewer defect production studies that have
been performed on ionic materials compared to metals. This is in
part due to the lack of a simple in situ measurement technique for
ionic materials analogous to the electrical resistivity technique that
has been a workhorse for defect production measurements in
irradiated metals at cryogenic temperatures. Many of the experi-
mental defect production studies on ionic materials have been
performed at room temperature, where significant point defect
mobility can lead to underestimates of the defect production effi-
ciency [38]. In addition, many of the experimental measurements
have utilized tools such as optical spectroscopy that are valuable for
monitoring specific defects such as F-center monovacancies, but
are less successful at quantifying the full spectrum of isolated and
clustered radiation defects. Typical measured values of defect
production efficiency in MgO and Al2O3 are 20 50% of the NRT
calculated displacement value over a broad range of PKA energies,
0:1 100 keV [38,149], see Fig. 9, although defect production effi-
ciencies near 100% have been measured in recent ion beam ex-
periments on Al2O3 [150] and ZnO [151]. Clearly further work is
needed to resolve the source of these discrepancies. MolecularTable 1
Defect (analyzed with theWigner-Seitz cell approach) production in Si and Ge simulated
produced. The data and potential definitions are from Ref. [87].
Recoil energy (keV) Si, SW pot. Si, Terso
0.4 4:1±0:5 8:3±0:2
2.0 17±1 39±2
5.0 43±1 84±2dynamics simulations of cascades in MgO [152] reported defect
production efficiency values of about 50% the calculated NRT value
for 2 and 5 keV PKA energies.
Several studies have examined ion beam mixing and radiation
enhanced diffusion effects in ceramics (e.g. Ref. [153and154]).
Numerous experimental studies have also monitored defect accu-
mulation and chemical disordering in irradiated ceramics
[155e157]. In general, substantial disordering precedes crystalline
to amorphous phase transitions in ionic materials. Overall, MD
simulations for energetic cascades suggest the degree of atomic
mixing per unit of displacement damage is generally lower for
ceramics compared to metallic alloys, which might be rationalized
on the basis of much higher antisite energies in ionic materials
(particularly for anion-cation site exchanges). The quantitative
values of disordering are strongly dependent onmaterial, with little
mixing observed in ZrSiO4 [158] and moderate cation disordering
observed in MgAl2O4 [131]. MD simulations on MgO [152] have
reported peak transient displacements at times near 0.1 ps for 2 and
5 keV cascades, with transient peak Frenkel pair concentrations
that are ~20 times higher than the residual defect concentration.
At low temperatures where defect migration is inhibited, crys-
talline to amorphous phase transitions are frequently observed in
irradiated ionic materials [155,159e161]. The amorphization can be
induced by a variety of mechanisms that depend on the material
and bombarding particle, including in-cascade direct impact
amorphization and defect accumulation processes [161,162]. For
low to medium mass materials that are not susceptible to in-
cascade amorphization, materials with high point defect mobility
[163] and crystallographic ability to accommodate lattice disorder
(such as the fluorite crystal structure) [164] tend to exhibit good
amorphization resistance.2.5. Carbon-based materials
Graphite is still of importance as a moderator or reflector in
reactor technology. Irradiation of graphite at low temperatures
leads to a rise in energy due to the accumulation of defects. This is
known as the Wigner energy [165], which is an important safety
issue in nuclear technology. The sudden release of the Wignerwith different interatomic potentials. The given values are the number of interstitials
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Windscale fire in 1957. For this reason, radiation effects and defects
in graphite have been subject of numerous studies [166e168].
However, the nature of the defects remained unclear until new
nanomaterials on a graphitic basis, such as carbon nanotubes or
graphene, became available. These materials are now of major
technological interest, and radiation effects have to be taken into
account in applications in space and zones of high radiation level.
On the other hand, the encapsulation of other layered materials
with graphene could prevent the former from radiation damage
[169]. The controlled generation and reconstruction of radiation
defects can be used for tailoring the properties of graphene and
creating new morphologies of graphenic nanomaterials.
Detailed electron microscopy studies of the 2D materials, where
electron irradiation and structural characterization can be carried
out in situ at the same time, have clarified the picture also with
respect to defects in bulk graphite [170e172]. Since the displace-
ment of even single carbon atoms can be observed in situ in the
electron microscopes, the situation in graphene is now very well
investigated and understood. Graphene is therefore an ideal system
to study atom displacements in detail, to test the theoretical con-
cepts, and to determine threshold energies with high precision
[173]. On the other hand, precise knowledge of radiation effects is
indispensable to distinguish native defects from beam-induced
artefacts. Electron irradiation is unavoidable in the electron mi-
croscope, but radiation defects have to be avoided nevertheless.
This requires detailed knowledge about defect formation and
annealing.
Two-dimensional materials, like graphene, consisting of only
one coherent atomic layer, have allowed for the first time, to see
individual atomic defects in modern aberration-corrected electron
microscopes. By varying the acceleration voltage of the microscope
and observing the appearance of lattice defects, the displacement
threshold can be precisely determined. From these studies it is
known that the creation of visible structural defects in graphene or
graphite requires a minimum electron energy of approximately
80 keV if the momentum transfer occurs normal to the basal plane
of graphite. This corresponds to a displacement threshold of
approximately 17 eV (energy of the displaced carbon atom) [170].
Due to the presence of conduction electrons, electronic excitations
are quenched and do not lead to structural changes under irradi-
ation. The threshold for ballistic displacements shows a large
anisotropy in graphite, and the value for in-plane displacements is
higher by almost a factor of two. TheMcKinley-Feshbach formalism
[174] describes the observed ballistic displacement rate rather well.
However, lattice vibrations have to be taken into account [79],
leading to a slightly higher displacement rate close to the threshold
than predicted by the McKinley-Feshbach theory. Displacement
thresholds for different carbon isotopes (such as 12C and 13C) can be
distinguished and compared with theoretical predictions [175]. It
has been observed that the TDE of atoms at the edges of graphene
layers or around existing structural defects is clearly below the bulk
threshold. This may lead to an ongoing degradation of graphitic
materials starting from edges or defects at electron energies as low
as 20 keV [79].
The configuration and behavior of atomic defects in graphite
and graphene is different from other materials [176]. Due to the
high structural flexibility of the graphenic lattice, different ways of
reconstructing the hexagonal network and locally changing the
hybridization of carbon atoms are possible. This allows a relaxa-
tion of the lattice via transformations of the Stone-Wales type
after the displacement of atoms so that all dangling bonds around
defects are saturated. Examples of vacancies in graphene are
shown in Fig. 10. Monovacancies are stable against restructuring
of the lattice but have a lowmigration energy of 0:9 1:4 eV [177].They may therefore migrate already at or slightly above room
temperature, and coalesce to form stable and immobile divacan-
cies. This is the most important annealing mechanism in graphitic
materials. The formation energy of a divacancy (7:2 7:9 eV for
the removal of two atoms) is of the same order as of a mono-
vacancy (7:3 7:5 eV for the removal of one atom), resulting in a
defective graphitic lattice at elevated temperatures that consists
mainly of arrangements of divacancies. Divacancies may occur in
different configurations of pentagonal and heptagonal rings and
are immobile up to very high temperatures. The reconstruction
leads to a variety of new morphologies of graphitic materials, that
can be induced by careful irradiation at elevated temperatures
[178]. In contrast to vacancies, carbon ad-atoms are more difficult
to study by electron microscopy, in particular since their migra-
tion energy is as low as 0.4 eV [179] and their thermal migration
accordingly fast, even at room temperature. Therefore, much less
is known about interstitials in graphitic materials, but the major
features of defect production and annealing can be well under-
stood by assuming that vacancies govern the production and dy-
namics of radiation defects. At temperatures below 250oC, the
agglomeration of defects is seen as an ongoing rupture of basal
planes, leading eventually to an amorphization of graphite. This
has been confirmed in ion irradiation studies of carbon nanotubes
[180].
Diamond has other applications than graphitic materials, and
radiation effects in diamond have not been studied in similar detail
until now. However, since the atom species are the same as in
graphite but the bonding type and lattice structure are completely
different, information about radiation effects in diamond is highly
important. TDEs of 30 48 eV have been reported [38,181], which
are higher than in graphitic materials. This is due to the dense
packing of carbon atoms in the diamond lattice [182]. This makes
diamond more stable under irradiation and therefore a “radiation-
hard” material. The anisotropy of radiation damage is much less
than in graphitic materials, due to the lack of open space in the
diamond lattice. Although diamond is an insulator with a band gap
of 5.5 eV, electronic excitations do not lead to visible structural
defects under irradiation. Thus, we have to assume that ballistic
displacements are the main source of radiation damage. The
knowledge about radiation damage in diamond is also limited due
to the difficulty of studying the behavior of individual carbon atoms
in a densely packed three-dimensional crystal. Nevertheless, the
understanding of irradiation of diamond is of importance for space
applications and for use in environments with high radiation level.
It has been shown that the higher radiation hardness of diamond
can be made use of by irradiating a graphite-diamond interface
with energetic electrons and so transforming graphite to diamond,
even at low pressure [183,184]. An irradiation effect in diamond of
current interest is the nitrogen-vacancy center [185] that can be
made by irradiating nitrogen-doped diamond with energetic elec-
trons, protons, ions, neutrons or photons, followed by annealing.
Interesting applications of the nitrogen-vacancy centers in mag-
netic field detection and quantum computing are coming in sight
[186].
Most recently, chains of sp1-hybridized carbon atoms as a
perfectly one-dimensional material attracted renewed interest due
to their interesting electrical and mechanical properties [187].
Electron irradiation of carbon chains leads to immediate rupture
after the ballistic displacement of an atomwhich can be followed in
situ in electron microscopy studies [188]. Since vacancies, in-
terstitials and annealing effects can be excluded in this case (a
single vacancy cuts the chain), fundamental radiation studies with
the precise determination of displacement cross-sections in a
unique material appear to be feasible.
Fig. 10. Different configurations of vacancies in a monolayer of graphene. The images (top row) were taken by aberration-corrected scanning TEM (Nion Ultrastem 100 at 60 or
90 kV). The corresponding lattice models (bottom row) are based on DFT-relaxed structures [175,409]. (a, b): single vacancy (nonagon with one open bond and a pentagon); (c-h):
three different reconstructions of a double vacancy with pentagons, heptagons and octagons (indicated). The microscopy images were treated with double gaussian filter [410].
Original work for this article courtesy by Mukesh Tripathi, Gregor T. Leuthner and Jani Kotakoski.
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In applications, it is infrequent that materials, bombarded by
energetic ions or neutrons, have an ideal crystal structure. In the
majority of cases the crystal structure is not perfectly periodic, as is
often assumed in simulations. Real materials contain dislocations,
grain boundaries, and various other defects. Surfaces also influence
the rate of radiation defect production. Most significantly, even if
the initial crystal structure of a materials were ideal, the generation
of damage itself results in the gradual defect accumulation and
dislocations. Hence for the interpretation of observations it is
necessary to know how the microstructure of a material already
containing defects changes as a result of a new collision cascade
event initiated by an energetic projectile.
Early studies examined the effect of pre-existing cascade debris
as away tomodel cascade overlap, and reported that the sum of the
damage produced by sequential cascades was less than twice that
in single cascades [189]. A model study of cascades overlapping
with a homogeneous point defect distribution also found that
cascades in the heat spike regime can anneal damage [190]. A
significant more recent finding is that cascades can give rise to
dislocation climb [191]. For example, dislocations may absorb self-
interstitial defects produced in a cascade, stimulating the formation
of large vacancy clusters and vacancy loops [192,193]. The latter can
be interpreted as a “production bias” effect [194], where the for-
mation of large vacancy clusters results from the rapid absorption
of interstitial defects by dislocations already on the collision
cascade timescale. This is contrary to the conventional interpreta-
tion of vacancy clustering due to supersaturation resulting from the
stronger elastic interaction between dislocations and self in-
terstitials than between dislocations and vacancies [195]. Cascades
may also alter the morphology of existing defects completely,
causing vacancy clusters to collapse into vacancy dislocation loops,
changing the Burgers vector of small dislocation loops, or produc-
ing complex dislocation networks [196,197]. Recently, this work has
extended to studies of multiple overlapping cascades, with the aim
to obtain a picture of high-fluence effects [198e206]. The high-
fluence effects are discussed further in Section 6.4. We note that,
in principle, sequential MD simulations of overlapping cascades,
while formally corresponding to the limit of a very high dose rate,in fact can be interpreted as examples of individual cascade events
occurring in a material already containing radiation defects, irre-
spectively of the rate at which such events occur. This assumption
will be comparable with experiments when the temperature is low
and/or the defect migration barriers are high, and hence the ther-
mal recombination of defects is low.
In the crystallographic sense, a surface can also be treated as a
defect, since it breaks the symmetry of the Bravais lattice, and
forming a surface requires a certain amount of energy. Surface
energy can even be interpreted using the same equations as those
defining defect formation energies [207]. Collision cascades
occurring in the close proximity to a surface produce large vacancy
clusters [103,208], similarly to cascades near dislocations produc-
ing large vacancy clusters and loops [192,193], mentioned above.
Surface then acts as a sink for mobile point defects [209] and
interstitial-like dislocation loops formed at the periphery of a heat
spike [93]. If a heat spike intersects a surface, the hot material can
experience viscous flow to the surface, leading to cratering
[21,22,210,211]. Both effects can alter strongly the production of
radiation damage in the bulk, even down to depths of 5e10 nm
[93,103].
Naturally, any primary damage event near a surface can also
lead to sputtering, a topic very extensively studied since its dis-
covery in 1852 both experimentally and theoretically [212e214]. In
recent decades, MD simulations have given detailed insights in the
nanoscale origin of sputtering, most of them stemming directly
from the primary damage state [21,215e220]. A more detailed
discussion of sputtering effects is beyond the aims of this Review.
2.7. Primary damage in nanostructured materials
The presence of grain boundaries may also alter defect pro-
duction rates [191,221e223]. This effect is particularly strongly
pronounced in nanocrystalline metals, where the proximity of
grain boundaries to almost any collision cascade event can have a
major effect on the statistics of radiation defect production. This is
particularly interesting from the point of view that nanocrystalline
metals can, at least when prepared in a fully dense state, havemuch
higher tensile strength than the same material in a normal poly-
crystalline state with grain sizes in the micron range [224e226].
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they may prove attractive for a variety of applications in radiation
environments. Also, since radiation embrittlement is a phenome-
non controlled by the spatial scale of microstructure (i.e. not the
strength of obstacles but their density) [227], nanostructural ma-
terials naturally provide a route through which brittle behavior can
be controlled though an alternative mechanism, for example grain
boundary sliding, which circumvents dislocation-controlled plas-
ticity and the fundamental limits associated with it.
There has been a range of studies of radiation hardness of
nanocrystalline metals. A grain boundary can act as a sink for va-
cancies or interstitials, depending on the local atomic density of the
boundary, see Fig. 11. For instance in Ni, MD simulations showed
that interstitial annihilation at grain boundaries leads to a defect
morphology dominated by vacancy-type defects, along with a
complex partial dislocation network [221,222]. Such effects have
also experimentally been shown to lead to enhanced irradiationFig. 11. Molecular dynamics view of the mechanism of radiation damage reduction in
nanocrystalline Ni. In the image, only atoms that are in a defective environment are
plotted, making the cascade and grain boundaries easily visible. (a) Selected area of a
12-nm nc grain size sample showing the grain boundary (GB) atoms and the
displacement vectors between the atoms due to a 5 keV PKA. The inset shows a
magnified view of the defect region after cooling down. (b) An example of the GB
acting as an interstitial sink, by the annihilation of interstitials with free volume in the
GB (marked in yellow). Reprinted figure from Ref. [221]. Copyright (2002) by the
American Physical Society. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)resistance [223]. For instance, it was noted that during MeV Ar
irradiation of TiNi, a nanocrystalline alloy retained the long-range
order while its coarser-grained counterpart was amorphized
[228]. The strengthening is likely related to grain boundary segre-
gation, which is known to strengthen metals under some condi-
tions [229,230]. From these observations, it seems that
nanocrystalline microstructure could indeed be a major benefit to
the radiation hardness of metals. However, one has to keep in mind
that since grain boundaries have an interface energy, thermody-
namics drives any nanocrystalline system towards grain growth.
Irradiation can either work against this (by introducing dislocations
or segregation that stabilizes small grains) or enhance it by
allowing normally inert grain boundaries to move [231]. Hence,
while it appears clear that nanocrystallinity can enhance radiation
hardness at low doses and temperatures [232,233], long-term
stability in a high-dose high-temperature environment is much
less certain and should be ascertained through further work.
A related concept for finding high-radiation hardness materials
is the idea to use nanostructured thin filmmaterials as defect sinks.
This concept has also been studied in good detail (see Ref. [234] and
references therein). In addition to the direct annihilation of cascade
defects in the primary damage production state, it was shown that
interstitials can also be emitted from interfaces and thus enhance
interstitial-vacancy recombination [223]. However, the same
caveat as for nanocrystallinemetals regarding long-term stability at
high doses applies also for these systems.
For realizing the high-strength benefits of both nanocrystalline
and nanostructured thin film materials, having a full-density
starting material is an important starting point. However, inten-
tionally highly underdense foam-like materials such as aerogels,
are very interesting for a range of applications such as heat isolation
[235] and capturing interstellar dust grains [236]. Due to the
possible use of such nanofoams in space or nuclear reactors, it is
also of interest to examine their radiation tolerance. In a nanofoam,
where the base material is surrounded by vacuum or a gas, one can
analogously to the case of interfaces imagine that interstitials and
vacancies could easily migrate to the surface. Experiments and
computer simulations of gold nanofoams indeed show that this is
the case [237]. Moreover, detailed analysis in that work indicated
that there is a window of the diameter of foam ligaments and dose
rate where an enhanced radiation endurance is possible. The spe-
cial geometry of a nanofoam has also been shown lead to markedly
reduced sputtering yields due to the high possibility of redeposition
of sputtered material to another part of the foam [238]. This
simulation result is well in line with experiments on the sputtering
of so called W fuzz (a foamlike morphology of tungsten formed
after very high dose He bombardment [239e241]), which showed
that the sputtering yield can be reduced by about an order of
magnitude in a fuzz-like morphology [242].
Radiation damage has also been examined in 0-dimensional
materials such as nanoclusters and nanorods (and carbon nano-
materials, which are discussed separately in Section 2.5). As there
are extensive reviews of radiation damage in nanomaterials
[6,243,244], we here onlymention one aspect of primary damage in
nanoclusters that relate to the issues discussed above with respect
to nanocrystalline metals. One common class of nanocluster
morphology is the multiply twinned icosahdron [245], which can
be considered a polycrystal composed of exactly 20 individual
single-crystalline tetrahedral grains. Experimental studies of the
irradiation of these clusters showed that a significant fraction of the
clusters can be driven into a single-crystalline morphology [246].
MD simulations showed that this can be explained by heat spike
induced grain boundary movement [247]. Taken together, the two
studies confirm that pure irradiation effects can induce grain
growth in a nanocrystalline system.
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The simplest definition of an “amorphous” material is that of a
material being fully disordered. However, all real materials must
have some short-range order at least on a first nearest neighbor
distance scale. This is because the size of the core electron shells
prevents atoms from being arbitrarily close to each other, which
leads to the distance pair correlation function being zero at very
small interatomic separations and having a first nearest neighbor
peak. In practice, measurements of pair correlation functions show
that most amorphous materials have order at least to the second
nearest neighbor peak. Hence it is also possible to create and detect
radiation damage in amorphous materials, e.g. as disturbances of
the pair correlation function. Moreover, in amorphous materials
with fully or partly covalent bonding (such as semiconductors and
most ionic materials) the coordination number of atoms can also be
used as a measure of defects: since e.g. Si chemically prefers a co-
ordination of four, Si atoms with any other coordination number
can be considered defects. A region of several nearby under-
coordinated Si atoms could be considered a vacancy-like defect. A
direct evidence that such a definition makes sense is provided by
positron annihilation experiments that have clearly detected open-
volume defects in amorphous silicon, with characteristics similar to
a vacancy in crystalline silicon [25]. Moreover, these open-volume
and other possible defects can be annealed by heating the sample
[25,248], similar to the well-known characteristics of defects in
crystalline materials. The annealing has also been shown to release
considerable amounts of heat [248].
In ionic amorphous materials, such as silica-based glasses, it is
well established that color centers correspond to dangling bond or
impurity defects, similar to those observed in the corresponding
crystalline materials (quartz in the case of silica) [249,250].
Computer simulations have given considerable insight into the
nature of defects in amorphous materials. They have shown that
both vacancy-like open-volume [251e253] and interstitial-like
compressed regions [253] can exist in metallic glasses. Such de-
fects can be defined via coordination symmetry of atoms: well
optimized amorphous glasses have a large fraction of high-
symmetry neighborhoods around atoms, e.g. having icosahedral
symmetry. Monitoring the change of such coordination states via
Voronoi polyhedron analysis can allow defining damage states.
Simulations have also shown that such defects can have a major
role on the plastic flow of the materials [254] and hence that
irradiation can be used to modify the mechanical properties of
metallic glasses [254,255]. Detailed analyses of themotion of atoms
in liquids and amorphous materials have shown that a significant
fraction of atoms in disordered materials undergo correlated mo-
tion that exceeds the mobility expected for a simple Gaussian
random walk [256e261], a finding supported by experiments
[262e265]. A fundamentally interesting aspect is that such motion,
which is sometimes called atom strings (not to be confused with
the entirely different concept of strings in particle physics), has
been used to provide an explanation for why liquids exist [253] via
the Granato theory of liquids and solids [266,267].
Although amorphous materials thus share some common
characteristics with crystalline ones regarding damage, many as-
pects are different. For instance, as a single broken bond in a
covalently bonded material can be considered a defect [249], the
concept of atom displacements as the source of damage does not
necessarily apply, and hence the use of the dpa concept is not very
well motivated. In fact it is known that even low-energy electrons
with energies of only a few keV can regenerate damage in amor-
phous zones [114,268], which can be understood to be due to
breaking of single bonds by electronic excitation processes [269].
Radiation effects have also been examined in quasicrystals.Electron irradiation experiments have been shown to be able to
transform the quasicrystal decagonal symmetry into a regular
conventional crystal structure [270]. Since these are dense metals,
the ion beam or neutron primary damage recoil events take the
form of heat spikes. However, due to the specific demands of
achieving a quasicrystalline ordering of atoms, most of the heat
spike area becomes amorphous [271], similar to the situation in
semiconductors. However, this MD study did not consider the long-
term stability of the amorphous phase.
3. Understanding of radiation mixing
The radiation mixing, i.e. permanent displacement of atoms
from their initial site, is of clear experimental relevance. For
instance in a bilayer sample, it will lead to broadening of the
interface [272e274], which can be experimentally measured with
several depth profile analysis techniques [275]. In systems with
embedded precipitates or nanoclusters, it can lead to partial or full
dissolution of the embedded feature [276]. In a fully homogeneous
material, the mixing effect is in principle meaningless as all atoms
of the same type are equal. However, even a slight concentration
gradient of any of the elements involved makes it a meaningful
quantity. A few examples that illustrate the critical importance of
ion beam mixing to understanding radiation damage are dissolu-
tion of precipitates in two-phase alloys [277], re-solution of fission
gas in nuclear fuels [278], and chemical disordering and amorph-
ization of intermetallic or ionic compounds [279,280].
A bit of thought makes it clear that the amount of atoms mixed
by an irradiation event is likely to be larger than the damage pro-
duced. Even for a recoil just above the threshold displacement
energy, sequences of atom replacements can lead to several atoms
entering new positions. Such a replacement collision sequence has
been known from some of the very first MD simulations ever per-
formed [51]. In the heat spike regime, as illustrated in Fig. 1b, it is
even visually clear that a very large amount of atoms can be dis-
placed in the molten zone. From this, it is clear that the KP or NRT-
dpa equations are not suitable to describe ion beam mixing.
One of the early recognitions of ion beam mixing in fact derives
from measurements of disorder in Cu3Au during low temperature,
fast-neutron irradiation [281]. In order to explain the large changes
in the electrical resistivity that occurred, Siegel estimated already in
1949 that many Cu and Au atoms must exchange locations for each
Frenkel pair that was created [281].
Three mechanisms of ion beam mixing have now been identi-
fied, each operating in a different phase in the evolution of the
cascade.
Recoil implantation: As energetic ions slow down in solid targets
they undergo a series of collisions with target atoms via a screened
Coulomb interaction. Two consequences of the screened Coulomb
interaction is: (i) the initial ion only slowly changes its incident
direction, and (ii) it transfers large amount of energy to only few
atoms. This results in a few target atoms receiving high energies,
with their motion close to the direction of the initial ion. For ion
irradiations, this results in the forward recoiling of atoms into the
sample. For neutron or fast fission fragments, the directions are
random, but nevertheless a few atoms recoil very large distances.
Recoil implantation can thus play an important role, for example in
the resolution of fission gas bubbles in reactor fuels [282] or
destabilizing nano-ODS (oxide dispersion strengthened) steel al-
loys [283] materials presently under consideration for advanced
reactors components.
An example of recoil implantation is shown in Fig. 12, where the
number of Cu atoms recoiling more than 60 nm into Al is shown as
a function dose for 500 keV Xe irradiation [284]. Notice that the
number of Cu atoms recoiling across a Cu/Al interface and into
Fig. 12. Recoil implantation of Cu into Al during 500 keV Xe bombardment.
Figure based on data from Ref. [284].
Table 2
Values of ion mixing parameters, zBM, (in A
2/dpa) for self-ion irradiation determined
by a modified version of TRIM [288]. The displacement energy was assumed to be
25 eV. Displacements from primary recoils were excluded.
10 keV 100 keV
Si 197 A2/dpa 372 A2/dpa
Cu 8.7 A2/dpa 13.5 A2/dpa
Au 15.5 A2/dpa 21 A2/dpa
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perature, as recoil atoms derive from primary recoils. Boltzmann
transport theory [285] provide reasonable accuracy for recoil im-
plantation since the binary collision model is appropriate for high
energy collisions. BCA simulation models like TRIM [286], however,
are generally more accurate. Recent calculations for dissolution of
He and Xe bubbles in UO2 using BCA or MD are found in Refs. [287]
and [288].
Ballistic mixing: The momentum of displaced atoms in energetic
displacement cascades resulting from higher order displacement
events is nearly isotropic. Ballistic mixing, therefore, operates
similarly to diffusion processes. Themixing is considered ballistic in
the sense that alloy components flow down gradients in their
concentrations during prolonged irradiation, and not gradients in
their chemical potential. This simply reflects the fact that energies
required for replacement events, ~15 eV, are much larger than en-
ergies for chemical ordering, ~1 eV. Various models have been
developed to calculate ballistic mixing. The result derived by Sig-
mund and Gras-Marti using Boltzmann transport theory [285] is
widely used to obtain the magnitude of mixing zBM. They found for
the mean square displacement of a target atom, <R2a > , normalized









where G0 is a dimensionless constant ð¼ 0:608Þ,
z21 ¼ 4ðm1m2=ðm1 þm2Þ2Ec is the minimum energy for atomic
displacements and lc is the mean range of a recoil distance of en-
ergy Ec. Typical values for zBM are z10A
5=eV or z50A2=dpa. Cal-
culations of ballistic mixing are performed in the same spirit as the
NRT model of defect production; accordingly, ballistic mixing, like
NRT, scales reasonably well with damage energy density, i.e. FFD.
More quantitative calculations of ballistic mixing can be made
using computer simulations, such as TRIM. A few examples are
provided in Table 2. Notice that the mixing, which is normalized by
dpa, is nearly independent of energy and target mass. For lighter
targets, especially those with more open structures such as Si, low-order recoils (i.e., secondaries, tertiaries, etc.) appear to increase
significantly the cascade mixing.
Thermal spike mixing: Koehler and Seitz [289] and later Vineyard
[290] considered whether atomic jumps could take place during
the thermal spike phase of the cascade. The number of jumps is








where the jump rate per unit volume of material is R ¼ Ae½Q=kBT . Q
is the activation barrier for atomic jumping. For a cylindrical ge-
ometry, assuming the initial cascade energy is deposited as a delta







where ε ¼ ε0sðrÞ is the initial energy of the cascade, C is the specific
heat, k is the thermal conductivity and Q is the activation energy for
diffusion. Different models include different assumptions about Q,
however, MD simulations have shown that unless the local tem-
perature exceeds the melting temperature, diffusion is negligible
on the time scale of thermal spikes. As a consequence, thermal
spike mixing becomes increasingly important as the melting tem-
perature decreases and the energy density increases, i.e., the atomic
mass of the material increases (See e.g. Ref. [291]).
While dividing the cascade into different stages is conceptually
attractive, accurate calculations of ion beam mixing require MD
computer simulations. Fig. 13 illustrates the time evolution of
mixing in Si (Fig. 13a) and in several metals (Fig. 13b) for cascade
energies up to 10 keV. Clearly noticeable is that in Si the mixing is
complete within a few tenths of picoseconds, but it continues up to
a few picoseconds in heavier metals. For higher energy cascades,
the time required for complete mixing extends even longer. This
shows that in Si, which has low atomic number and fairly high
melting temperature, the mixing is largely ballistic, but in metals, it
derives mostly from the thermal spike.
Only a few MD simulations have been performed at energies
typical of recoil events from fast neutrons, E>50 keV. The results
from one such study on Ni, Pd, and Pt for energies up to 200 keV is
shown in Table 3 and Fig. 14. The mean square displacement of






b1=2 þ E1=2 (4)
where a and b are constants. At high energy, hR2ðEÞi scales linear
with energy. This is the regime where subcascades form. Values for
a and b, as well as values of the mixing parameter are listed in
Table 3. The table shows two different MD results, one where the h
R2ðEÞi was fit to only five data points [292], another one into a
recent much more extensive data set [41]. The differences show
that the R2 fit is sensitive to the quality of the data set. Even then,
Fig. 13. Time development of the ion beam mixing in crystalline and amorphous Si as well as several metals. Reprinted from Ref. [326], with the permission of AIP Publishing.
Table 3
Comparison of ion beam mixing of MD simulation with experiments. Two different sets of MD results are given: (1) from Ref. [292], and (2) a fit to a more extensive data set
from Ref. [41] Note: Q ¼ hR2i=6FFD.
a (A2/eV) b (eV) Q(MD)(1) (A5/eV) Q(MD)(2) (A5/eV) Ion/energy Q(exp) (A5/eV)
Ni 5.638 44400 5:1±0:4 4.7 600 keV Kr 4:8±0:5
Pd 16.60 5412000 9:5±0:8 12.6 400 keV Kr 9±1
Pt 4506 7:077 1010 14±1 16.9 1MeV Kr 14±2
Fig. 14. Simulated R2 values (circles), fit of the function R2ðEÞ to the simulated data,
and mixing Q 0ðEÞ (dashed line) for Ni. Reprinted figure with permission from
Ref. [292]. Copyright (1999) by the American Physical Society.
K. Nordlund et al. / Journal of Nuclear Materials 512 (2018) 450e479464both MD data sets agree very well with the experimental values
within the uncertainty. A further uncertainty in the analysis comes
from a recent argument that the approach of using mean square
displacement as measure of mixing may overestimate the quantity
[293].
Ion beam mixing has been measured on several metals at low
temperatures in many systems using tracer impurities. A few re-
sults [291] for high energy heavy ion irradiation of metals are listed
in Table 4 and an extensive review of values is provided in
Ref. [294]. The results illustrate that mixing increases with
decreasing melting temperature and increasing atomic number. It
is noteworthy that the small mixing parameters for metals like Fe
and Ni are comparable to values obtained for ballistic mixing, alone,Table 4
Values for the ion beam mixing for several metals [291].
element C Al Ti Fe Ni Cu
hR2ifFD ðA5=eVÞ 14 112 36 27 39 150indicating that thermal spikes are less important in these metals.
4. Analytical models for primary damage
4.1. Kinchin-Pease and NRT models
The first reasonable analytical model for estimating radiation
damage in materials was provided by Kinchin and Pease (KP) in
1955 [295]. Their KP model gave the basis for an early model to
calculate displacements per atom, by considering kinetic energy
transfers above a threshold, the material-specific “displacement
energy”. In the original model (still used as is e.g. in the SRIM com-
puter code [31] quick damage calculation mode), the damage is
simply calculcated as the deposited energy (damage energy) Td
divided by two times the displacement energy Ed. Originally Td was
considered to be the total ion or recoil energy, but after the detailed
theory of stopping power was developed by Lindhard et al. [296] in
the 1960's, it became clear that one should use the nuclear
deposited energy (recoil energy minus energy lost to electronic
stopping) for this quantity.
The KP model was later refined by Norgett, Robinson and Tor-
rens about 40 years ago using binary collision computer simula-
tions of ion collisions in solids [49,297]. These simulations showed
that even in a random-walk like binary collision sequence, about
20% of the sites from where an atom is kicked out happen to be
refilled by another atom, which motivated introducing a prefactor
of 0.8 to the Kinchin-Pease equation. Note that this “binary collision
recombination” is not the same effect as the much more complex
thermodynamic recrystallization effect described in Section 2.2 forMo Ru Ag Hf Ta W Pt Au
28 44 450 90 54 72 115 730
Fig. 15. Experimental and simulation data showing quantitatively the problem with
the NRT-dpa equation. In the figure, “expt” stands for experimental data, and MD for
simulated molecular dynamics data. The other abbreviations denoted different inter-
atomic potentials. The references are as in Ref. [313]. The figure shows that the NRT-
dpa equation does not represent correctly either the actual damage (Frenkel pairs
produced) nor the number of replaced atoms. The former is overestimated by roughly a
factor of 3, and the latter underestimated by a factor of 30. From Ref. [313], reprinted
with open access permission.
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The damage energy for a single ion or recoil is given by the total
ion energy minus the energy lost to electronic interactions (ioni-
zation). Typical values of Ed for different materials range from 20 to
100 eV [40,298]. The dpa number can be obtained by using the
damage energy in a given volume, calculating the number of de-
fects in this volume using Eq. (5), and then normalizing with the
average volume per atom.
The importance of the calculated dpa parameter is that it is the
starting point for calculations of virtually all radiation effects in
solids, and thus facilitates quantitative comparisons of different
materials irradiated with the same kind of radiation, and also
comparing the same material irradiated by different kinds of irra-
diation such as electron, ion and neutron irradiation (as long as the
main damage production mechanism is due to atomic recoils)
[40,49,289,295,297e300]. Estimation of the damage is also
important inmodernmaterials processing by focused ion beams, or
when irradiating nanomaterials [6,301]. Due to its widespread us-
age as an international standard for calculating displacement
damage levels for the past 43 years, there is great value in retaining
the NRT dpa as a standardized parameter.
However, the NRT displacement damage model contains several
quantitative shortcomings. At low knock-on energies, near the
displacement threshold, molecular dynamics simulations have re-
ported that the defect production probability rises more gradually
than the assumed step function in the KP and NRT displacement
models, with a typical value near 0.5 at the nominal TDE [59,302]
(Figs. 3 and 4). As previously noted in Section 2.1 and Fig. 3, similar
behavior has also been reported in a detailed experimental study of
the threshold displacement behavior in Cu [52]. In both the MD
simulations and experimental study, the damage production typi-
cally does not reach a value of 1 until the damage energy is 2e3
times the nominal TDE. For polycrystalline materials, some defects
are produced at energies below the crystallographic-averaged TDE;
therefore, a damage function that transitions from zero to 1 defect
production at a single TDE is not relevant to describe near-
threshold displacement events in polycrystals. These observations
suggest it is necessary to utilize a continuously varying probability
function (rather than the step function at a single TDE followed by a
plateau assumed in the KP and NRTmodels), in order to account for
the crystallographic dependence and stochastic nature of near-
threshold displacement events.
At higher energies, the existence of heat spikes leads to the major
damage recombination effects and atomic mixing effects discussed
in detail in Sections 2.2 and 3. These are not accounted for by the
NRT equation. Hence Eq. (5) when used for most non-amorphizing
metals on the one hand overestimates the number of stable defects
by a factor of 3e4 [13,303e305], and on the other hand un-
derestimates the amount of atomic mixing [291,304,306]. Even
though the initial effect is on the nanometric scale, it has also been
estimated that it can lead to macroscopic consequences such as a
five-year underestimation of the lifetime of a nuclear reactor
pressure vessel exposed to a very high thermal flux [307]. Similar
trends have also been reported for intermetallic and high-entropy
alloys [308,309] and ceramics [38,310,311]. This gives a strong
motivation for developing improved dpa models.4.2. Athermal recombination corrected (arc)-dpa model for damage
production
The binary collision simulations used as the basis of the NRT-dpa
model [49] focused on the collisional phase of the displacement
cascade and did not consider the dynamics of cascade evolution as
atomic velocities fell to the speed of sound (~5 eV) and lower. At
this stage, the many-body interactions leading to heat spikes dis-
cussed in Section 2.2. become relevant. With increasing PKA en-
ergy, the displacement event produces progressively more Frenkel
defects that are spatially close to other defects. The ~10e100 jumps
occurring per atom during the 1 10 ps cascade cooling phase [13]
can induce significant additional recombination events as the
cascade atom energies decrease.
Fig. 15 summarizes the defect production as a function of PKA
energy as determined from experiments performed in Cu near 4 K
(where long range thermally activated defect motion is impossible
[33]). The predicted defect production and number of replaced
atoms obtained from MD simulations are also shown. The figure
shows that the actual defect production is sublinear with respect to
damage energy between ~0.1 and 10 keV, becoming about 1/3 of
the NRT-dpa prediction. At energies >10 keV corresponding to the
onset of subcascade formation [13,111,312], the defect production
increases linearly with damage energy but maintains the factor of
~3 lower defect production compared to the NRT-dpa value.
The physical basis for the reduction in surviving defects, with
respect to the NRT model, with increasing knock-on atom energy
can be understood by considering the following simplified deriva-
tion, first presented by us in Ref. [313]. As discussed in Section 2.2,
the ultimate survival of initially created Frenkel defects requires
physical separation of the interstitial and vacancy beyond a mini-
mum distance known. In this derivation, we denote this the
spontaneous recombination distance (L). At low energies (below
the subcascade formation regime [13]) the displacement cascades
are roughly spherical with radius R, and form a liquid-like zone of
dense collisions (the heat spike described above). It is further
assumed that only interstitials transported to the cascade outer
periphery defined by R L to Rwill result in stable defects, whereas
Frenkel pairs created in the cascade interior (0 to R L) will
experience recombination (see Fig. 16). The fraction of initially
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for L< <R. This “surviving defect production fraction”, xsurvive, thus
tells which fraction of defects predicted by the NRT-dpa model
without any recombination survives. The cascade radius R can be,
within the regime of spherical cascades, estimated from classical
theory of nuclear stopping power [13,30,296]. Using the SRIM code
[313] we found that low-energy (less than or of the order to 10 keV)
recoils of damage energy Td have an average movement distance
(range) R that is proportional to Txd, where the exponent x is 0:4

















This simple model thus provides an intuitive explanation for
why cascade damage production is sublinear with damage energy
in the heat spike regime. Molecular dynamics simulation studie-
shave reported that defect production rates up to the onset of
subcascade formation in a variety of metals can be well described
by Nd  T1xd , where x is between 0.2 and 0.3 [13,314]. These x
values are smaller than the value obtained in our simplified model,
because real cascades are not perfectly spherical and some defects
form small clusters, reducing the recombination probability.
However, since at high energies cascades break up into sub-
cascades [41,87,315], it is reasonable to assume that damage pro-
duction becomes linear with damage (nuclear deposited) energy.
Hence the surviving defect fraction factor xðTdÞ that accounts also
for subcascade breakdown should have the feature of being a po-
wer law at low energies, but becoming a constant c at high ones. A
function which fulfills both criteria is:
xðTdÞ ¼ A0Tbd þ c (8)
where b<0 is consistent with the damage production efficiency
reducing with increasing energy Td and the desired limit xðTdÞ/c













Note that here the exponent b is not the same as x, since the
latter x function is not a pure power law. The prefactor A0 is defined
by demanding the function to be continuous, i.e. xð2Ed=0:8Þ ¼ 1.Fig. 16. Schematic of the concepts and quantities used in deriving the new arc-dpa and
rpa equations. From Ref. [313], reprinted with open access permission.Taken together, this derivation lead us to propose [313] a modified
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Tbarcdpad þ carcdpa (11)
Here Ed is the average threshold displacement energy [59] which is
the same as in the NRT-dpa and barcdpa and carcdpa are material
constants, that need to be determined for a given material fromMD
simulations or experiments. The overall form Eq. (5) and the con-
stant 0.8 are retained for direct comparison with the NRT-dpa
model; in particular making it easy to modify computer codes
that now use the NRT-dpa by simply multiplying with the function
xarcdpaðTdÞ.
Fig. 17 compares the derived arc-dpa expression for Fe and W
with several recent MD simulation results used for the fitting. We
tested that if the fit is limited to energies <10 keV, one also can fit
the data well with a power law with an exponent of 0.7e0.8, i.e.
the data is consistent with MD reports of power law dependencies.
However, the arc-dpa form has the major improvement that it can
also describe the saturation. Even though there is some variation in
the MD data (due to differences in interatomic potentials), all of the
MD results give damage production well below the x ¼ 1 value
predicted by the NRT-dpa model for cascade energies >1 keV. The
arc-dpa fit to the composite data gives a reasonable averaging
description of the decreasing trend in x up to ~10 keV and the ex-
pected approach to a constant value at higher cascade energies.
Values for the constants in the arc-dpa equation for some metals
are given in Table 5. Very recently, the arc-dpa form has been used
in an analysis of damage under fission reactor conditions, and
shown to agree with experimental damage data measured under
cryogenic temperatures [316].
It should be noted here, that while the NRT-dpa and arc-dpa
models are functions of the damage energy of a projectile, the
threshold displacement energy Ed in Eqs. (5) and (10) nevertheless
refers to the total kinetic energy of a recoil. This apparent incon-
sistency likely stems from the fact that the original Kinchin-Pease
model [295] was developed during a time when the inelastic en-
ergy losses experienced by energetic ions in matter were not well
understood, and hence not accounted for. The NRT model [297]
later combined the Kinchin-Pease model with a treatment of the
electronic energy losses based on the work by Lindhard et al. [296],
without noting the logical mismatch this introduced in the energy
parameters. However, this formulation is well in line with the BCA
model implemented in the computer code MARLOWE [49], used e.g. to
determine the efficiency factor 0.8 in the NRT model. MARLOWE
subtracts the inelastic energy losses at the time of collision, so that
effectively the criterion within the computer code for defect crea-
tion at the threshold level becomes Td ¼ E0  Q ¼ E1 þ E2 > Ed þ
Ed ¼ 2Ed, where E0 is the initial kinetic energy of the projectile and
Td is the corresponding damage energy, Q is the energy lost to
electronic stopping, and E1 and E2 are the kinetic energies of the
projectile and target atom recoil after the collision. The efficiency
factor 0.8 must then necessarily be included in the ranges of the
piecewise defined NRT model (Eqs. (5) and (10)), in order to yield a
Fig. 17. Illustration of the improvement obtained with the new arc-dpa and rpa equations for a) Fe and b) W. The W data also includes two data points simulated at 800 K with the
DD potential (solid circles). The references are: [A98]: Ref. [111], [Z93]: Ref. [304]. The references are as in Ref. [313]. From Ref. [313], reprinted with open access permission.
Table 5
Material constants for damage production in Fe, Cu, Ni, Pd, Pt and W for the arc-dpa and rpa equations [313].
Material Ed (eV) barcdpa carcdpa brpa (eV) crpa
Fe 40  0:568±0:020 0:286±0:005 1018±145 0:95±0:04
Cu 33  0:68±0:05 0:16±0:01 3319±249 0:97±0:02
Ni 39  1:01±0:11 0:23±0:01 3325±230 0:92±0:01
Pd 41  0:88±0:12 0:15±0:02 2065±183 1:08±0:02
Pt 42  1:12±0:09 0:11±0:01 5531±762 0:87±0:02
W 70  0:56±0:02 0:12±0:01 12332±1250 0:73±0:01
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threshold-level recoils. However, other uncertainties regarding
both the threshold displacement energy (see Section 2.1), as well as
energy losses and defect creation at threshold energies (see Sec-
tions 2.2 and 6), renders the dpa models inappropriate for near-
threshold events, and this discrepancy is thus of minimal
concern. As noted above, the NRT model is effectively fitted to BCA
simulation data (in the choice of the efficiency parameter), and the
material-specific parameters entering in the arc-dpa model cor-
rections are fitted toMD data, hence any overall error introduced by
the threshold value is compensated for elsewhere.4.3. Other models for damage production
As noted in Section 4.2, the buildup of damage in MD simula-
tions has often been described with power laws also prior to the
development of the arc-dpamodel, with reported exponents below
1.0 [13,314,317,318]. A single power law clearly cannot describe the
transition to a linear damage regime, however, a combination of
power laws can. Several such descriptions have been reported.
Some lead to a linear or close-to-linear dependence at high en-
ergies [13], some to a clearly different limiting behavior [319]. These
models, have, however, not been formulated in a way that have a
threshold or are consistent with the NRT-dpa equation described
earlier.
Although proposed arc-dpa fitting curves described by Eqs.
(8)e(11) offer several advantages for improved quantification of the
primary damage state in irradiated over a wide range of damage
energies, there are also several potential significant shortcomings
of these fitting equations. First, the efficiency function for low en-
ergy (near-threshold, Td ¼ 2Ed=0:8) is forced to be equal to one,
whereas experimental and modeling studies of near-threshold
collisions events indicate the efficiency may often be less than
one as discussed in Section 2.1 and illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4.Second, the transition from the single cascade to the multiple
subcascade regime is not defined by the subcascade threshold en-
ergy, Esc (Esc can be determined from experiments [312,320e322]
or computational simulations [13,323,324]; as a consequence, the
approach to a constant efficiency regime that is observed in many
materials may not occur until well above Esc. Finally, the fitting
function assumes that the damage efficiency approaches a constant
value at high damage energies. This assumption appears to be valid
for many materials, but supralinear defect production has been
reported for tungsten at damage energies above 100 keV due to
interconnected supersonic shockwaves [324].
An alternative fitting equation to describe the arc-dpa efficiency
can be obtained by considering three regimes: near-threshold
displacements (Td <2:5Ed), single cascades (2:5Ed < Ed < Esc), and
multiple cascades (Td > Esc). The lower bound for the near-
threshold displacements regime in polycrystalline materials
would extend down to the minimum energy that could cause a
displacement in any crystallographic direction (typically
Ed;min  0:5Ed;avg). The modified arc-dpa defect production model
would be given by the following equations:
Nd;arcdpaðTdÞ ¼
(
0 ; Td < E
min
d











A2ðTdÞn2 ;2:5Ed < Td < Esc
A3ðTdÞn3 ; Td > Esc
(13)
Typical values for the power law coefficients in the three energy
regimes are n1  0:5, n2  0:7 0:8, and n3  1:0, respectively
[13,314,324]. In the near-threshold region, the alternative arc-dpa
fitting function provides a more physically accurate defect
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function with non-integer values.5. Analytical model for radiation mixing
5.1. Replacement-per-atom (rpa) model
As noted in Section 3, since the NRT-dpa model deals with
production of defects that are not on perfect lattice sites, it cannot
predict the number of atoms that are transported from their initial
lattice site to a new lattice site, i.e. replace another atom in a perfect
crystal site (right panel in Fig. 18). Typically, the mixing is measured
by measuring the broadening of a thin marker layer [291,325]. Via
an analogy with randomwalk atom diffusion, it is possible to relate
this measured broadening to the actual number of atom re-
placements per ion inside thematerial [28]. Analysis of neutron and
ion beam radiation mixing data has shown that the actual number
of replaced atoms can be more than an order of magnitude larger
than the number of displacements predicted by the NRT-dpamodel
[292,293,306,326].
The superlinear increase in the number of replaced atoms with
increasing knock-on atom energy can be estimated by a model
considering the spatial extent of a collision cascade [313]. Consider
first low energies (in the keV regime) and dense materials, where
cascades are normally compact. As noted in Section. 4.2 low-energy
cascades in dense materials are roughly spherical. In the liquid-like
cascade region all atoms are free to move and hence are almost
certain to lead to one or more replacements during the thermal
spike phase (as illustrated in Fig. 1, bottom frames). The number of
atoms N in a spherical cascade of radius R is proportional to the
sphere volume, i.e. NfR3, and (as already noted for the arc-dpa
model) RfTxd. One thus finds that the number of replaced atoms
NrpafT3xd . Since x>1=3, this simple consideration gives an intuitive
explanation for why the number of replaced atoms increases
superlinearly with energy at low energies, when cascades are
compact. At high energies, when cascades split into subcascades
[88,315], the behavior can be expected to change to a linear
dependence with damage energy. Similarly to the arc-dpa function,
one thus obtains the functional form [313] for the mixing efficiency
in relation to the NRT-dpa equation:Fig. 18. Schematic illustration of the damage predicted by the three different damage model
damage is illustrated as if all damage were produced in the same 2-dimensional plane. Blue c
in a different lattice position after the damage event, red atom pairs denote two interstitial
Damage production predicted by the NRT-dpa model. Middle: actual damage production, add
new rpa equation, agreeing better with experimental data on number of replaced atoms (io
than in this 2D schematic. From Ref. [313], reprinted with open access permission. (For inte














Here brpa and crpa are the new material constants. Values for
these constants for several metals are given in Table 5. Since the
NRT equation already is proportional to Td, with this form the
prediction is that the number of replaced atoms increases at low
energies with Td as Nrpa ¼ TdTcrpad ¼ T
1þcrpa
d , i.e. crpa ¼ 3x 1. At
high energies, when Td[brpa, the form becomes linear with en-
ergy, as expected when cascades are split into subcascades. In this
functional form, brpa has a physical meaning as the average energy
for subcascade breakdown in terms of number of replaced atoms.
Moreover, similar to the arc-dpa form, Eq. (15) fulfills the same
conditions of continuity and compatibility with the NRT-dpa
model. The rpa fits to Fe and W data are shown in Fig. 17.6. Limitations of simulations and analytical models
6.1. Limitations of binary collision approximation models
Although verywell suited to simulate ion ranges and channeling
effects at keV and MeV energies [327e329], the binary collision
approximation is very limited in its capabilities to predict damage
production. It can give a somewhat reasonable description of the
spatial distribution of vacancies and interstitials. However, due to
the lack of many-body interactions, it cannot tell anything about
the atomic structure of these defects. Moreover, the number of
vacancies obtained in full cascade BCA simulations depend on the
assumptions used in setting up the model. Some codes such as SRIM
are even internally inconsistent in this regard [41,330]. Defect
clustering can be simulated, however, doing this requires as-
sumptions on the clustering distance that cannot be obtained
without calibration data from MD [331] or other methods.
As discussed in Section 3, the binary collision approach can be
used to model ballistic radiation mixing. In materials where heat
spikes are not significant (low-density and low-mass ones) the BCA
model can give a quite good description of the recoil atoms for the case of  1 keV damage energy in a typical metal. For illustration purposes, the
ircles illustrate atoms in original lattice positions, yellow-brown denotes atoms that are
atoms sharing the same lattice site, and empty lattice positions denote vacancies. Left:
ressed by the new arc-dpa equation. Right: actual atom replacements, addressed by the
n beam mixing). Note that in real 3 dimensional systems, the difference is even larger
rpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
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materials where heat spikes are important, the BCA simulations
clearly underestimate the mixing coefficients [336,337].
6.2. Limitations of molecular dynamics models of radiation damage
Provided that MD simulations are carried out with an adaptive
time step [338,343] and realistic repulsive potentials
[13,30,339e342], the approach can in principle describe the nu-
clear collisions in a cascade very accurately within the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation (fully quantum mechanical scat-
tering calculations have shown that for light projectiles and targets,
dynamic change of the polarization state of the electron cloud can
modify the trajectory from the Born-Oppenheimer ones [343,344]).
Moreover, if one would have a perfectly realistic equilibrium po-
tential as well, MD could also describe the atom motion in heat
spikes exactly as they occur in reality.
In reality, there is of course no such thing as a “perfect” inter-
atomic potential. The reliability of the interatomic potential is the
key to how reliable the MD simulation result is. Discussing the
reliability of the MD potentials systematically is beyond the scope
of this Review. We only briefly note that MD simulations with
appropriate choice of potentials have demonstrated good agree-
ment with many irradiation quantities, such as range profiles
[345,346], sputtering yields [220,347,348], crater shapes and sizes
[349,350] and ion beam mixing [292]. On the other hand, such
studies have also shown that not all interatomic potentials give a
good agreement [348] and that agreement in one energy range
does not guarantee agreement in another [347].
However, with the classical MD approach only, electronic exci-
tations effects are completely neglected. The electronic excitations
can be divided into two categories (although the limit between the
two is not sharp): electronic stopping power and electron-phonon
coupling. The former effect, i.e. the slowing down of energetic ions
by electrons, has been studied very extensively both theoretically
[296,351,352] and experimentally (for a review until 1985, see
Refs. [13,30]). It can be very well included in both BCA and MD
simulations as a frictional force, and the outcome can be tested by
comparing experimental and simulated ion range profiles
[345,346,353e355]. Electronic stopping has been routinely
included in MD simulations since the 1990s [87,356e360]
(although studies of cascades in Fe for a long time tended not to
include it [13,88,361,362]).
The issue of how to include the e-ph coupling is less clear. In
general, it means the effect where the atomic (“phonon”) and
electronic subsystems are out of equilibrium with each other, i.e.
have different temperatures. Such a situation is very well known in
plasma physics, and one of the key reasons why plasmas are
challenging to model. It is also routinely studied in low-
temperature physics [363]. In collision cascades, what happens is
that the initial high-energy collisions (which are completely
outside thermal equilibrium) initially heat up the ionic subsystem
on sub-picosecond timescales [28,364]. At the same time, elec-
tronic stopping heats up the electronic subsystem. However, these
heating mechanisms are not coupled, so the two systems most
likely end up at different temperatures. Due to e-ph coupling the
two subsystems interact with each other towards equilibrating the
two temperatures. In principle, this can be a very important
mechanism in metals, since in these electronic heat conductivity is
much faster than the ionic one, and thus after cascade energy is
transferred to the electrons, the system could cool down very
quickly.
The e-ph coupling must also somehow be related to the low-
energy limit of electronic stopping power. This statement can be
made firmly, since if one implements the traditional electronicstopping powers that are proportional to ion velocity down to zero
velocity [296] in MD, any system quenches very quickly down to
0 K. In reality, the electronic stopping must cease to be active when
the electronic and ionic subsystems have reached equilibrium,
however, it is not obvious how this statement could be quantified.
There are many approaches for including e-ph coupling in MD
simulations, and many of these also deal with the electronic stop-
ping power [356,358,365,366]. The early ones suffered from having
free parameters that could not be directly calibrated with any
experimental or simulation data. Test simulations, treating the
coupling constant as a free parameter, have shown that the choice
of the coupling model and low-energy limit of electronic stopping
can affect both damage production andmixing values [98,358]. This
makes solving the puzzle of low-energy electronic excitations
crucial to achieve a predictive capability of the primary damage
production.
In magnetic materials, for example iron, iron alloys and steels, in
addition to e-ph coupling it is also necessary to treat energy
transfer to magnons. Magnons, and the dynamics of magnetic ex-
citations in general, also ought to be included when simulating the
formation of defects in high-energy collision cascade events, since
the relaxation timescales for electrons, phonons and magnons
differ [367]. Radiation defects formed in a magnetic material have a
clear magnetic signature [368], e.g., the formation of a self-
interstitial defect in iron reduces the magnitude of magnetic mo-
ments in the vicinity of a defect whereas the size of magnetic
moments increases in the vicinity of a vacancy. On average, the
production of defects in iron appears to increase the average
magnetic moment of atoms [369,370], also an unusual, funda-
mentally electronic, effect associated with radiation damage. These
experimental observation agree with simulations predicting high
rates of production of vacancy clusters in collision cascades
occurring near a surface [208].
Recently, time-dependent DFT methods have started to become
efficient enough to be able to calculate electronic stopping explic-
itly [371e376]. Although these methods are not fully reliable by
themselves, they are being rapidly developed for other applications
in physics and chemistry. Hence it is likely the approaches will soon
give key insights into the exact nature of low-energy stopping
power.
Finally, one has to naturally keep in mind that the fundamental
key limitation of MD is the time scale it can handle. Since the basic
time step is of the order of femtoseconds and cannot be increased
from this, and MD iterates over the time step, any conventional MD
approach is limited in the time it can handle. Several ways to speed
up MD exist [377e384], but these generally apply only to equilib-
rium processes. On the other hand, for the topic of this Review,
primary damage production, the MD time scale is not a serious
limitation. Any primary damage production process is over in a few
hundred ps at most, and MD generally can handle such time scales.
6.3. Limitations of any dpa model
The analytical dpa models described in Sections 4 and 5 are
useful for quantifying the direct (ballistic) response of a material to
incident energetic particles. Whereas the original NRT-dpamodel is
useful as a measure for quantifying and comparing radiation dose
(exposure) in different environments, the refined models, arc-dpa
and rpa, extend the usefulness of the original model by providing
accurate estimates of the numbers of defects, or the level of
radiation-induced mixing, respectively, and are also comparable
between different irradiation environments.
However, there are several aspects of the primary radiation
damage formation processes that these models do not capture.
These include, on the one hand the heat spike behavior in energetic
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formation, which is both qualitatively and quantitatively distinct
from the sites of individual recoiling atoms in the ballistic, or NRT,
picture. The other effect is that of damage accumulation, where the
effects of irradiating a material saturated with defects will be
markedly different from that of irradiating a pristine material. In
this Section, we discuss the first of these effects; the latter will be
reviewed in the following Section.
The heat spike phase of cascade evolution has two major con-
sequences. One - the athermal recombination of a large fraction of
the defects - is partly addressed in the arc-dpa efficiency factor.
However, a second effect, the in-cascade formation of large defect
clusters, cannot be captured by amodel describing only the count of
point defects. The morphology, i.e. the sizes, shapes and spatial
distributions of defects, is not accounted for, yet it is precisely these
properties that affect the subsequent thermal evolution of the
irradiated material, and hence the long-term material response.
On the other hand, in the low-energy limit, with PKA energies
approaching the TDE, the balance between damage formation and
recombination is also more complex than what is captured in
current BCA-based models. The TDE is non-isotropic, and defects
are created with a certain non-monotonically increasing probabil-
ity above the TDE [59]. The NRT-dpa, arc-dpa and rpa models are all
for simplicity constrained to be exactly equal to 1 in the range
Ed < Td <2Ed=0:8, although this is not strictly true for most mate-
rials (cf. Section 2.1). In metals especially, recombination results in a
lower average value than 1 even at Td ¼ 2Ed=0:8. In Au, for
example, the defect production around threshold values is over-
estimated by a factor of more than 2 in the dpa models (see Fig. 19).
The alternative form proposed in Eq. (13) may be able to account for
this difference for the damage production.
The number of replaced atoms, on the other hand, can be
significantly higher than unity for threshold energies, for example
when the point defects are created as the result of a replacement
collision sequence. In certain cases, the number of displaced atoms
can be nonzero even when no stable Frenkel pair is created. Hence
the rpa model underestimates this quantity around threshold en-
ergies, in some cases by a factor of about 5 compared to MD
predictions.
The formation of large clusters also gives rise to a significant
effect on the total number of point defects that survive a cascade,
which for some materials results in a deviation in defect numbersFig. 19. Average numbers of defects from cascades in Au, Pt andW, as a function of PKA
energy. Defect numbers are expressed as the NRT efficiency, i.e. the fraction of defects
as compared to the NRT model prediction. The efficiency function as defined in the arc-
dpa model is also plotted for each material. For Au and Pt, the function was fitted to the
data shown here, while for W the function was fitted to data from 4 different poten-
tials, two of which are shown here. Original work for this article.from that predicted by both NRT-dpa and arc-dpa models. As
mentioned in Section 2.2, the efficiency x has been shown to
saturate to a value of 0:2 0:5 for many metals. However, this
observation does not hold for heavy metals such as Au, Pt and W as
the PKA energy is increased beyond the energies covered in most
available studies. In these materials, the large self-interstitial atom
(SIA) clusters, that form athermally during the cascade evolution,
prevent recombination, resulting in a super-linear increase in
defect numbers as the PKA energy increases. Thesematerials have a
relatively high subcascade splitting threshold, at around 150 200
keV [105] (compared to 20 30 keV for Fe [385]). It is expected that
the behavior above the subcascade splitting threshold will transi-
tion into a linear regime, as has been shown to happen e.g. for Fe
(see Fig. 6). However, we are not aware of any direct demonstration
of this for these heavymetals in the existing literature. The increase
in the defect production efficiency (wrt. the NRT prediction) for the
metals Au, Pt and W is illustrated in Fig. 19.
As noted in Sections 2.2 and 4.3, different interatomic potentials
and simulationmethods show significant disagreement concerning
the formation of large defect clusters. This leads to a disagreement
in the predictions of total numbers of defects in these materials for
high PKA energies, as the defect cluster formation and recombi-
nation efficiency are directly linked. This can be seen in Fig. 19 for
the different potentials for Au andW. Themore general forms given
in Eqs. (12) and (13) can accommodate for a superlinear increase in
an analytical form. However, it is clearly important to reduce the
uncertainty of the interatomic potential predictions in this high
energy regime, or obtain new experimental data sets, before a
reliable analytical description of the superlinear high-energy
regime can be done.
A further aspect of the primary damage that cannot be captured
in dpa models is the fact that the defects are not distributed ho-
mogeneously in the material. Rather, defects are created densely in
the cascade region [386]. This affects the rates of thermal recom-
bination and clustering [387], giving rise to a logical misalignment
between MD-predicted primary damage and, e.g., rate theory
models utilizing dpa measures as input. The spatial distribution of
defects has been investigated to some extent, but few quantitative
models have been proposed. Direct comparison with TEM experi-
ments in W show some disagreement [388], with one possible
reason being related to defect cluster sizes. MD simulations suggest
that larger clusters may tend to form initially closer together than
smaller clusters and point defects. However, limited statistics both
from MD and from experiments make it impossible to probe this
effect further based on currently available data.
Finally, we note that all the dpa models describe the primary
damage state only, i.e. the state of the material some tens of pico-
seconds after a collision cascade has been initiated. On longer time
scales, thermally activated defect migration almost invariably
contributes to altering the microstructure (last frame in Fig. 5).
These processes are active on much longer time scales compared to
the primary damage formation, yet in many cases may significantly
alter the experimentally measured values of the radiation damage.
Recombination can significantly reduce the defect numbers from
the arc-dpa value, while thermal diffusionmay also enhance atomic
mixing compared to the rpa value.
6.4. High-fluence effects and dpa concepts
Most of the discussion above has been concentrated on the
damage production mechanisms in individual cascades. When the
radiation fluence/dose increases, the damage produced by cascades
will start to overlap, and several nontrivial effects may be the
consequence of this, and in this respect metals and semiconductors
show major differences. As noted in Section 2.3, elemental and
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when irradiated to high fluences [7,389]. By contrast, elemental
pure bulk metals have never been made amorphous by any
method, and irradiation is no exception. When pure metals, like Cu,
are irradiated to high fluences, the damage production efficiency
decreases and the damage level eventually saturates. In Cu this
saturation level has been experimentally found to be at about 0.004
displaced atoms [390,391]. This, of course, means that at higher
fluences a “dpa” value becomes completely disconnected from the
actual number of defects, i.e. at a nominal dpa value of, say, 10 or
100, the defect concentration still remains at (roughly) 0.001e0.01.
The origin of the saturation can be fairly well understood from
MD simulations. Simulations of collision cascades made on simu-
lation cells with pre-existing point defects showed that when the
concentrations of pre-existing defects exceeding about 1%, the final
defect concentration decreased due to the irradiation [190]. A
similar study on cascades overlapping the damage created by
previous cascades, and similarly found that the damage level may
reduce [189]. Combined, these observations explain the saturation
of point defect damage. The fundamental physical phenomenon
underlying this is the same as to why bulk amorphous elemental
metals cannot be made: the high packing fraction of the material
[392], leads to a very strong tendency of the metal to recrystallize,
such that even the heat spike recrystallization front is not fast
enough to retain the material in an amorphous state.
However, the saturation of the point defect level does not
necessarily mean that other kinds of material damage may not
grow indiscriminately: e.g., the vacanciesmay agglomerate to voids,
which can lead to swelling of the material (even though the ma-
terial between the voids may remain in an almost perfect crystal-
line state) [393,394]. In some cases this swellingmay be in principle
limitless, such as in the case of plasma-irradiated tungsten where
the swelling leads to the growth of a porous “fuzz” layer with a
square root dependence on fluence [239,240].
In recent years, an increasing effort has been placed on inves-
tigating the defect saturation level in the case of continuous irra-
diation, by MD simulations [198e206]. In these simulations,
consecutive recoil events are simulated in the same simulation cell,
with the debris from the previous cascades. With this method
doses of a few tenths of dpa can be obtained, where the limit is the
computational cost. However, the dose rates obtained in these
simulations are very much higher than experimental ones under
typical ion or neutron irradiation conditions, even though the local
dpa levels are similar to experimental doses. The results obtained
from these kind of simulations are thus directly comparable only
with experiments, where the thermal migration of defects are low.
The slowmigration can be due to cryogenic temperatures or due to
the defects becoming immobile because of their type or arrange-
ment. Other methods, like (Discrete) Dislocation Dynamics and
Monte Carlo simulations, can be and have also been used to close
the gap in time scale and size scale, with the input and parameters
from MD (e.g. Refs. [395e399]).
In spite of the large difference in dose rates, the simulations of
massively overlapping cascades may give some qualitative insights
on high damage levels. The simulation are consistent with the ex-
periments on that pure metals (contrary to semiconductors) never
amorphize during irradiation, and provide a natural explanation to
this very general observation: even at the extreme quench rates in
heat spikes, metals with a close-packed crystal structure always
recrystallize back into almost perfect lattice structure (cf. section
2.2). Even though point defects can be left behind, after cascade
overlap, the point defect levels are saturating at defect levels of
roughly 0.004e0.008 [200,202,206], which is of the same order of
magnitude as in experiments [390]. As earlier mentioned, even
though the point defect number has saturated, there can be manynontrivial consequences due to the prolonged irradiation. One
phenomenon observed was the huge discrepancy in the end result
between the single cascade and the overlapping cascade cases
[199e203]. However, as the dose increased, the defect amount
saturated at a lower level in the multi-element alloys compared to
the single element sample. Detailed study showed the differences
in both defect evolution as well as in dislocation movement and
recombination. RBS-C simulations have been carried out on the
same samples, where massively overlapping cascades have been
simulated, and have shown very good agreement with experi-
ments, without any free parameters, even though there is a large
discrepancy in time scales [205]. This shows, as earlier mentioned,
that even though the dpa measure is disconnected from the
physical damage, it can still be very useful as a measure of radiation
dose when comparing results from simulations with experimental
ones.
7. Beyond analytical models and ps timescales: multiscale
modeling
The primary damage state is of course not the end result of
damage production in materials by irradiation. As mentioned, the
MD simulations are very restricted in both time scale and size scale,
which means that to directly compare the results, we are in need of
some other method(s). Therefore, a lot of effort has been placed on
multiscale modeling, that utilizes the data from MD as input, and
extends it either in time scale or size scale, or ultimately in both.
Even though the focus of the current review lies on the primary
damage, we provide here a brief overview of the physics and
simulation tools that can be used to address materials modification
after the primary event. Other review articles will address these
issues in much greater detail; for a few recent reviews see e.g.
Refs. [243,400e405 and 406].
After the primary damage state is produced, in almost all cases
the defects produced become mobile. Mobile defects can annihi-
late, build up larger defect clusters or add to the size of amorphous
zones, make amorphous zones shrink in size, vanish at surfaces or
grain boundaries, make dislocations, add to dislocation growth,
contribute to dislocation climb, etc. The dislocations in turn can be
mobile, interact with each other, multiply, etc. Just some aspects of
this huge complexity is illustrated in Fig. 20. These effects are partly
well understood (such as point defect migration in metals), partly
quite poorly (like dislocation reactions).
The analytical models (such as the arc-dpa and rpa) might be
soon extended to be able to describe cluster size distributions, but
we do not see a way to extend them to long time scales and high
damage doses, since this development has a complex temperature
and damage overlap dependence. For a limited temperature range
it may be doable to develop analytical models once a good under-
standing of all physics involved and large experimental or simula-
tion data base is available.
Theway forward to tackle the full complexity of damage buildup
must be multiscale modeling, i.e. using several different layers of
simulation tools in conjunctionwith each other. Some of these tools
and a very rough description of which length and time scales they
relate to, are presented in Fig. 21b and some physical phenomena
related to the corresponding length and timescales in Fig. 21a. Very
recently an approach was introduced which may make it easier to
bridge the gap between atomistic and macroscopic modeling. In
Ref. [407] a formalism was developed by which the atom-level
mechanical property change can be directly transferred to finite
element modeling. It is beyond the scope of this Review to discuss
all of these methods in detail. Herewe just note that although there
are major challenges in developing these methods further, there is
to the best of our knowledge no physics phenomenon that they
Fig. 20. Some damage buildup processes that may occur in metals after the primary damage state formation. Note that in semiconductors and ionic materials, amorphous regions
usually play a major additional role. Original work for this article.
Fig. 21. a) Multiple scales of physical phenomena b) Multiscale modeling to address this. Figure from Ref. [243], reprinted by permission from Springer Nature.
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certainly are such that they cannot be described by any analytical
equation. However, even in such case big data and artificial intel-
ligence approaches may be used to describe them efficiently
computationally. Thus with further advances in computer capacity,
new algorithms and artificial intelligence, multiscale modeling
should one day be able to provide predictive modeling of radiation
effects starting from first principles over all time and length scales.Acknowledgements
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